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STATE CHAMPIONS, 1906

MEMORIAL SERVICE HELD

CEREMONY IN HONOR OF JUDGE REINHARD HELD IN STUDENT BUILDING SUNDAY.

A more touching ceremony has never been held in the Student Building than the memorial service yesterday in honor of Judge George L. Reinhard. The service was in keeping with the character of the man: simple, unostentatious, full of feeling, effective. Two songs by the choir, and short tributes by the three men who knew Judge Reinhard best, perhaps, of all his friends, made up the program. The whole service lasted scarcely an hour, but in that hour the memory of the man and the breadth of his influence was so present in the hearts of the listeners, that everyone left the hall with a feeling of joy that such a man had been permitted to live among us.

Each of the three speakers, President Bryan, Senator Hemenway and Judge Wilson, spoke of the noble character of Judge Reinhard. They paid tribute to him as a citizen, a soldier, a lawyer, a judge, a friend in need to all whom he could help.

Simpson, '08, is visiting relatives in Rushville.

Walter R. Myers, of Windfall, registered this morning.

Professors Rogers and Kenyon of Butler College are guests of Prof. Howe.

Dr. Woodburn of the History Department, will not meet his classes this week. He is attending a meeting of the presidents of state universities which is being held at Baton Rouge, Louisiana. President Bryan found that he could not attend the meeting, and Dr. Woodburn was chosen to represent Indiana University at this important conference.

Indiana Wins Glorious Contest From Notre Dame, Establishing Beyond Any Doubt Her Right to State Supremacy. 12-0.

Outplaying their opponents man to man, and clearly demonstrating their title to the State championship, the Indiana football warriors came out of the grueling "giant" mutilating battle with Notre Dame at Washington Park Saturday afternoon with the decisive score of 12 to 0. The score should have been more to indicate the relative strength of the two teams, but was sufficient to break the will of the up-state lads and to send the Crimson contingent back to Bloomington with hearts light and merry, with a lingering picture of the State's greatest football battle of 1906, firmly impressed on the memory, and with restless dreams of fields yet to conquer.

The close score was due not so much to the strength of the Catholics as to the woeful lack of Indiana in drop-kicking and the failure to interfere and use the forward pass. The Varsity had only got fairly started Saturday, but should be under full swing in the Minnesota contest. Dope was scattered to the wind, so far as the new rules were concerned, for it was by a series of brilliant old time line snipes, line bucks and tackle plunges that Indiana won her two touchdowns, after the plays made possible by the new rules had failed.

The battle was a glorious one from the spectator's point of view. It was clean throughout, both teams showing that they were true sportsmen. The frequent taking out of time by the Notre Dame players was not due to the brutality of Indiana's plays, but to the lack of condition of the Notre Dame giants. To say who were the stars of the game, it would be necessary to name all of the Indiana players, and Callicrate, Bracken and Mun- son of Notre Dame. Munson is mentioned because of his surprising punting ability. Callicrate and Bracken distinguished themselves by their clever end runs and return of punts. Indiana played with machine-like precision, and each player did his work so well that it would be unfair to give individual honors to any one.

The weather conditions were almost ideal. Dark leaden rain-clouds overhung the gridiron, and the smoke from the surrounding factories hovered around the park, as if waiting to enhance the vanquished, but at no time did the setting gloom interfere with the judgment of punts. A sharp crisp air, just sufficient to put the spectators in the proper mood was stirring from the southland. The crowd was a typical Hoosier one. Hundreds of enthusiasts came in over interurban cars, Notre Dame sending a special with 200 seats, and Purdue sent a large quota to the Indiana Oratorical Association. Dr. Woodburn of the History Department, from where he was appointed to the Military Academy in 1904.

HON. W. J. BRYAN FRIDAY

PEERLESS NEBRASKAN WILL SPEAK BEFORE INDIANA STUDENTS SOON.

Hon. William Jennings Bryan, the peerless orator is to appear at the men's gymnasiaiium of the Indiana University on Friday night November 10th, under auspices of the Indiana Oratorical Association.

Mr. Bryan is also to appear here later under auspices of the lecture board. He is to come next Friday night at the special solicitation of his personal friend, Dr. H. W. Johnston, Dr. Johnston wrote Mr. Bryan a letter telling him that the association desired to raise money for the prizes this year, and a telegram received to-day announced that the great Nebraskan will come. His subject here will be "The Old World and Its Way". The price of admission for the lecture will be 50 cents, and the gymnasium will be crowded with people to hear the gifted orator.

On Thursday night before Bryan lectures here, he is to appear at Lafayette under auspices of the Y. M. C. A. The lecture will be first delivered there, and Bloomington will be the second town to hear the new subject.

HICKAM AT WEST POINT.

Horace Hickam, ex-'07, and now '08, at West Point, is playing left end on the Army team which is one of the best teams the Academy has had in years. In the Harvard game on Oct. 27th Hickam blocked the only punt blocked during the game, and in the Yale game on Nov. 3, he did splendid work, although he had his collar bone broken in the first half.

At Indiana Hickam was on the Freshman track team in 1904, and also on the '04 Varsity track team in the dashes. His home is at Spencer, from where he was appointed to the Military Academy in 1904.

Supt. Joe Haseman, '06, of the Linton schools, attended the Indiana-Notre Dame game Saturday and Sunday visiting with University friends.

Both excursions on the two railroads arrived here at 1:30 Sunday morning and the hundreds of excursions made haste to get to bed, tired and worn out after the day's journey.

Notre Dame Held for Downs on Indiana's 40 yard Line.